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Wish you were here… Cultural Tourism Symposium  
for the Arts and Heritage in London, 25 May 2010, Tate Modern 
 

Case Study: Using research and intelligence to inform strategic 
marketing campaigns 
 
James Elder, Business Development Manager, Arkenford 
Karen Roebuck, Head of Marketing, Tourism South East 
 
 
Arkenford’s ArkLeisure segmentation: 

James describes segmentation as like a dating programme – best not done solely on the basis 
of basic demographics (e.g. age or gender).  Rather segmentation (and dating) is about 
understanding values, needs, aspirations and interests. 
 
The ArkLeisure segmentation has 8 segments, based on two main scales: 

- a scale of risk-averse at one extreme, or innovative at the other 
- a scale of enjoying mass market offers at one extreme, or independent offers at the 
other 

The segments describe the media preferences and habits of different groups, as well as 
demographics, and are intended to allow organisations to target people with the messages 
they’re interested in, through the media that they use. 
 
There are 17 key questions used to define a person’s membership of a segment.  The 
accuracy of the segments to predict leisure behaviour is about 96%.  All the research that 
Arkenford do is informed by their segmentation and incorporates their 17 ArkLeisure 
segmentation questions. 
 
 
Tourism South East’s use of the ArkLeisure segmentation: 
 
Why use this approach? 

Tourism South East have a new Museums Libraries and Archives grant, and they are now 
working to deliver 1 million extra visitors, with an ROI of 10:1, and to build an e-database of 
100,000 names.  They need to have a better understanding of the types of audiences, and how 
to make these increases. 
 
Using the segmentation in practice: 

- Building a picture:  They have used the ArkLeisure segmentation for a few years.  All 
their visitor research also incorporates all 17 ArkLeisure segmentation questions, 
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which allows them to define which respondents belong to which segments.  This is 
providing a growing understanding of visitors and audiences across the region. 

- Identify gaps and opportunities: They use the segmentation to understand what 
types of people are attending which attractions.  By building a comprehensive picture 
of audiences across the region, they were able to identify particular geographic areas 
in which some key segments were missing.  And so they did three campaigns to 
encourage more movement and engagement of particular segments. 

- Craft new marketing messages: Using the segments to find new ways to inspire 
people to visit, and feeding this into a PR launch to reinvigorate media about 
museums, using the segments as inspiration for new angles … e.g. a special 
atmosphere for a meal, a place to get married, find out about sports legends. 

- Choose appropriate channels: They also classify the museums according to which 
segments are likely to be interested in the offer.  They then use that to choose which 
museums to promote through which channels (e.g. certain museums through particular 
newspapers). 

- Increase income: Leeds Castle is an example of how the segmentation was used to 
understand the audiences that were attending, and then adjust the offer to meet their 
needs.  The offers in the café and shop were changed to better reflect the interests of 
the dominant segments, and this resulted in a real increase in spend. 

- Ensure consistency of messages: they are also reflecting the messaging for relevant 
segments in their online and digital communication, and are asking this of their 
partners too (e.g. council websites), so that if a potential visitor clicks through from 
Tourism South East’s website to a partner site about a particular offer, that the visitor is 
still able to identify with the style of communication and messages presented to them. 

- Increasing understanding about visitors: they also provide training to museums 
volunteers, to train them in the segmentation, so that they think about their marketing 
and how their organisation and offers fit into the wider tourism market. 

 
How do they convince partner organisations to engage with the segmentation? 

Through a series of workshops and presentations by Arkenford, and real stories of other 
organisations’ successes at increasing visitors and spend.  And by encouraging them to try 
something relatively small and immediate (like different stock in the shop) and see the impact 
themselves. 
 
What’s next? 

Through some other research, they have realised that most visits to the region are day visits.  
So they are also looking at hotels and how they fit with the segments, with a view to tailoring 
marketing messages about overnight stays and particular hotels, to appeal to particular 
segments to extend their stay. 
 
 
Contact details 

Arkenford 
www.arkenford.co.uk 
james.elder@arkenford.co.uk  

Tourism South East 
Website: www.visitsoutheastengland.com 
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Segmented Data Available 
Arkenford together with Consumer Data Ltd. segmented a list of 8.9 million UK travel 
consumers (taken from customer satisfaction surveys) by their behaviours and attitudes 
(finding 30 different segments within 7 behavioural types). This list is available for email and 
direct mail promotions. 
 
Click here for more information: https://xray.arkenford.co.uk/expert.php 
 
There is a simple tool on the site that allows you to select the offering that your destination has 
and it’ll pull out the core segments automatically for you. It’s a great way of targeting people 
who have enjoyed cultural trips before. 
 
 

Want more help reaching cultural tourists? 
If cultural tourists are a priority target audience for your organisation, Audiences London can 
offer a surgery session to support your organisation to define its objectives, refine your 
messages for target groups and use your resources effectively. 
 
For more information about Audiences London’s resources or services please contact: 
Email: info@audienceslondon.org 

Tel: 0207 407 4625 

Or visit the services section on the website www.audienceslondon.org  

 


